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The interior beach is conceived as a paluda-
rum in the interior of the city that represents a 
new spatial atmosphere where tropical vegeta-
tion, sand and water are combined and  cove-
red by a a vaults ceiling  that remember  the 

cathedral structures . 

It is perceved as a crystal sky, a fantasy glass 
vault from which the sun descends to caress 

the captured landscape.

It consists on a series of shells that rest on the 
pre-existing concrete pillars.

They aThey are formed by  reinforced glass blocks 
that imitates a domed roof of transparent ma-
sonry from which the light is filtered. Its 

design allows to support it only by four pillars, 
generating a whole ingravid sky over the 

beach.

CRYSTAL CEILINGS
glass shells
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MIRADOR
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VERTICAL GREENHOUSES

Greenhouses work as vegetal cronograhs 
as changing the coulour of the fassases  

during the differtent seasons

VEGETAL  CRONOGRAH

Green roofs work as artificial hills wher 
people can organize picnics or enjoy the 

views

     GREEN HILLS

New structures are added to the prexis-
ting building in order to create high 

spaces where people can enjoy Madrid city 
lights during the night

     VIEWPOINTS

New fasades can be opened in order to 
conect the common rooms with the exte-

rior spaces

   OPEN INTERIORS

New windows are included in order to im-
prove individuals the expercience of space 

by sleeping under the moonlight

      NIGHT SKYS

New windows offer students the posibility 
of study while observing the nature an 

the trees of the garden

    GLASS FACADES

Pre-existeng windows are recycled and 
used for creating bigh windows for the 

common areas

   GLASS TAPESTRY

People experienced the acces to  new re-
sidence areas through rapms that fly over 

the top of the garden trees

     GREEN FOYERS

ARTIFICIAL HILLS
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